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About This Game

Hatch & Slay is a simple 2D hack & slay survival game located in a tropical environment. It’s about the initiation ceremony of
a freshly hatched Varaz - a humanoid lizard race - who has to fight his way out of the dangerous jungle.

The controls are very easy to use. Through clicking you can either move the character on the screen or attack incoming enemies.
In addition to that there are also four skills with a cooldown assisting you in battle. The goal is, obviously, to survive and to

maximize your score.

The Game Is Developed With Unity 3d.
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The character is a joung Varaz - a humanoid lizard race. He just hatched in the jungle and then has to fight his way out. In the
beginning he has just a bone for his defense. During the game he can collect new blunt weapons and some kind of primitive

armor.

the Skills

There are four skills assisting the character in battle. The skills can be activated by pressing the correspondent buttons or by
hitting the hotkey on the keyboard (1-4).

Slice and Dice
The character lashes about and does some serious damage to all the enemies close to him.

War Cry
The character screams so loudly, that all enemies on the screen get afraid and are paralyzed for a short moment.

Heal
The character gets in touch with his primal instincts and focuses his mind on inner healing for a short time. This regenerates his

health.

Earthquake
The character jumps up and when coming down smashes his weapon so hard on the ground, that every enemie on the screen is

killed.
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Hatch & Slay has much to offer:

a fast-paced, action-driven gameplay

funny comic violence

a fantastic overview map showing the different levels

10 different levels located in a jungle environment

an endless level with online ranking

6 different types of enemies

one boss type enemy

unlockable weapons and armor for the character

customization options for the character

all in beautifully handcrafted 2D graphics
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Enjoy playing this game. I just came back from the oncology, because this game literally gave me fkin cancer.
I'd rather die in a car-crash than play this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665again.. A short, simple and moderately sweet
little...well, "hack 'n' slay"-style game, oddly enough...which will in any case ensure that you won't wank for a week. Think of it
as a "clicker" game with movement and a tiny bit more skill\/reflexes\/strategy required (though you'll occasionally use your
other hand also, to hit hot keys).

  Hey, it's no great shakes, but it's certainly cute 'n' fun enough in small bursts, and a nice change of pace from all the more
"serious" games out there. Nothing wrong with the price, either, but if you're going to bring anything approximating
expectations to the table, you may want to wait for a sale.

Verdict: 7.5\/10.. A rare game in which you play as a reptile character that does not have a human face. If you want a cheap
game to kill some creatures with some character customization then this is a fun one to play.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME

. F*ck this game, buggy sh*t. I am really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665while banging 30 min of enemy
waves there 's apearing immortal-buggy enemy and keep chase you until it f*ck u up. I literally waste 3 h of my life to do that
achievement and it happens every time.

dont waste your time
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